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This work targets at applying computer networking techniques to address challenges
in modern wireless networks and in various environments built around these net-
works. The main focus of the work is on designing and implementing prototypes
and demonstrators to support research in domains of heterogeneous networks (Het-
Nets). These research domains include centralized radio resource management in
emerging cellular network architectures, network assistance role in device-to-device
(D2D) communications, and studying prospective services in these networks. Within
the research group the author was tasked with designing network architectures and
demonstrating certain connectivity and functionality interesting for the research.
The author was responsible for modifying commercial off-the-shelf equipment to be-
come suitable for target research scenarios, selecting network technologies to achieve
connectivity requirements, deploying network architecture entities within the re-
search group’s cloud platform. For HetNet track, the primary goal was to design
a platform that would mimic a device connected through a heterogeneous network,
allowing researchers to experiment with traffic flow optimization in an environment
close to the envisioned next-generation network architecture. Prototype solution
and testbed were designed building on software defined network principles of au-
tomation, abstraction and software based flow switching, and were implemented
using overlay networks and virtual network functions. Within D2D communications
research, the task was to design architecture demonstrating feasibility of traffic of-
floading from infrastructure network to direct links. Prototype was implemented
with automated routing control in overlay network. To demonstrate novel services
enabled by advanced security frameworks, D2D platform was augmented and a new
network application has been implemented, also suitable for wearable electronics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

The evolution of wireless communications over the last decades has brought us to a
point where users demand “anytime, anywhere” high speed mobile Internet access,
and have high expectations on service quality (in terms of bandwith, latency, service
continuity, privacy, security, etc.). Completion of the fourth generation (4G) of
broadband communication standards in 2011 has introduced drastic improvements
to the wireless systems deployments in terms of capacity, energy efficiency, and
quality of service. Year 2015 was the first time when 4G traffic exceeded third-
generation (3G) traffic [1]. Recently, the share of 4G mobile connections was at 14%
and 4G mobile data traffic reached 47% [1], while current research efforts are shifting
focus towards elaborating solutions that would comprise what may be referred to
as fifth generation (5G) wireless networks. First deployments of 5G systems are
expected around year 2020, which would conclude a historical 10-year cycle for a
generation of communications standards.

Even though it is not yet exactly clear what technologies would comprise a 5G
network, the trends in communications engineering and user demands already shape
our vision on network requirements. As global mobile traffic increased with 1.6
exabytes of data per month in year 2015 (which makes it a 74 percent growth
[1]), service providers seek ways to fulfill the ever increasing user expectations on
being connected to the Internet at any location, with the ability to enjoy all the
multimedia services offered through the network at any time. These demands for
uniform connectivity regardless of users’ location, who their connection peers are,
and what their preferred services are, pose significant challenges to the development
of 5G technology to provide matching data rates.

However, modern wireless networks currently lack what it takes to provide expe-
rience of ubiquitous connectivity. Currently, the networks are unable to deliver
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uniform data rates and are subject to excessive time delays, or even service dis-
ruptions due to coverage issues and influence of interference conditions. Current
technologies brought us a leap forward in dealing with these challenges; however,
they are predicted to be unable to cope with anticipated (nearly eightfold between
2015 and 2020 [1]) growth in traffic demands, driven by quick evolution of wire-
less devices in kinds and amounts. The picture is overshadowed by emerging huge
amounts of various machine-type devices, taking the stage in the upcoming Internet
of Things (IoT) era. These technology challenges emphasize the drive for research
of novel approaches under the 5G network architecture initiatives.

1.2 Potential solutions

Fortunately, the evolution of Information Technology (IT) and communications is
not all about challenges. Over the last decade the evolution of technology in various
directions like cloud computing, virtualization, high speed fiber optics communica-
tions, efficient signal processing, advances in data center IT architectures, etc., has
provided researchers and engineers with powerful tools for elaborating future-proof
solutions to modern challenging demands.

Heterogeneous multi-radio architectures for mobile networks (HetNets) are mod-
ern solution for service providers, brought to address emerging connectivity de-
mands by hierarchically adding smaller and smaller cells. The resulting setup allows
user device to interact with the infrastructure via multiple radio access technologies
(RATs). While more and more user devices are being equipped with multiple ra-
dio transceivers, this architecture allows mobile network operators to significantly
improve network capacity by efficiently utilizing spectra of these radio technologies,
thus offering higher quality of experience to their customers.

Thorough study of integration of new RATs, and understanding of required intelli-
gence sharing between user equipment (UE) and infrastructure, for efficient use of
these technologies, are envisioned to be fundamental enablers for future 5G stan-
dards. A confirmed example of benefits brought by HetNet architectures could be
performance improvements in an unlicensed-band network, like WiFi, by leveraging
centralized control from designated entity in mobile network core, like 3GPP LTE
[2].

The agility and efficiency of modern software development processes have made
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software elaboration, operation, and evaluation principles very attractive to other
technology fields. Software Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm comprises a set
of automation and abstraction concepts aimed to bring networking closer to its
ultimate goal of interconnecting users and applications in the most efficient way,
by providing entities that use the network with tools to shape network services to
their needs. Within the scope of this work, SDN vision aligns well with HetNet
architectures in desire to optimize resource allocation through centralized decisions,
based on end-to-end view of traffic flows, and in attempt to involve both user and
network sides of communication into optimization process, while allowing UE to
efficiently use all the available communication technologies. While, the term SDN
is relatively new, and there is a lot of debate around SDN concepts going among
researchers, engineers, and equipment vendors, the principles of network control
automation, abstraction from underlying network functionality, and software based
flow switching laid foundation for prototyping within this research work.

Another networking solution proved useful in research and development of new ar-
chitectures is the concept of overlay networks. Building another logical network
layer on top of existing transport network is useful in highly dynamic environments
like data centers, or in cases where major changes to underlay transport network
are very expensive, like in large scale operator networks. Within this work, config-
uring tunnels over different provider networks and different technologies allowed to
achieve desired connectivity without modifying underlying network protocols, which
otherwise would require open access to a live cellular installation. The drawback is
increased overhead in the network, but it does not interfere with research objectives
and is acceptable for the scope of this work.

1.3 Overview of tools

Open VPN

Open VPN is a network tunneling software. Open VPN is widespread due to its
openness, and availability for a variety of platforms. Particularly interesting for
this project is its capability to dynamically deploy and execute custom applications
or scripts on connecting client, based on triggered events, and capability to run as
remote gateway interconnecting multiple private networks.
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Open vSwitch

Open vSwitch is a multilayer software switch. Important feature for the project is its
ability to expose forwarding functions to remote entities for programmatic extension
and control via protocols like OpenFlow.

VMware vSphere

Easy to use and well documented virtualization solution. Used to abstract and
share physical server resources to multiple virtual machines. Important feature is
its robustness.

Docker

Software packaging solution, allowing to isolate an application at OS kernel level
together with all required dependencies, files and network interfaces in a standard-
ized unit – container. Used for persistent and automated deployment and runtime
across various environments.

GRE

General Routing Encapsulation is simple tunneling protocol used to build overlay
networks on top of IP networks. Important feature is its capability to encapsulate
various protocols including Ethernet.

NFV

Network Functions Virtualization is a concept complementary to SDN. NFV sug-
gests new way to implement and operate network functions, by abstracting them
from hardware appliances and using virtualization techniques to package these func-
tions as virtual machines running on generic hardware.
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1.4 Structure of this work

This work is concerned with prototyping solutions to address several challenges in
streamlined delivery of connectivity with high service experience over the multi-
radio heterogeneous deployments to a variety of modern handheld and wearable
mobile devices. Chapters 2 and 3 cover the author’s work within the research on
enabling technologies, namely Heterogeneous Networks [2, 3] and Device-to-Device
communications [4, 5]. Chapter 4 describes research on prospective applications
based on these enabling technologies [6, 7]. This thesis is structured as follows.

• Chapter 1 introduces evolution trends in modern wireless networks. Driven
by all increasing connectivity demands, research and engineering communities
are working on defining and implementing next generation networks. Main
motivators for the research are mentioned in Section 1.1, and the following
Section 1.2 outlines research areas of the group within which this work was
done.

• Chapter 2 focuses on prototypes and demonstrators developed to support re-
search done on optimization problems in cooperative radio resource manage-
ment in Heterogeneous Cloud Radio Access Network (H-CRAN). Section 2.1
describes coordination issues in prospective 5G deployments, and introduces
a combination of HetNet principles with C-RAN. Section 2.2 outlines coordi-
nation schemes evolution, concluding with envisioned H-CRAN architecture.
General features of the testbed implementation are described in Section 2.3
with technical details specified in Section 2.4. Chapter is concluded with the
list of achieved results presented in Section 2.5.

• Research activities outlined in Chapter 3 aim to use traffic control princi-
ples similar to Chapter 2, by utilizing direct link between proximate users to
offload communications from infrastructure. Section 3.1 begins with intro-
duction to main factors driving the search for new ways to increase network
capacity. Section 3.2 introduces research on improvements in D2D commu-
nications, brought by network assistance. Solution prototype is described in
Section 3.3, with technical details laid out in Section 3.4. The results of pro-
totype implementation process are presented in Section 3.5

• Chapter 4 elaborates on security and trust research in heterogeneous wire-
less ecosystems. Section 4.1 outlines research conducted on a novel algorithm
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to maintain security functions of proximate devices in case of unreliable cel-
lular connectivity, covering cases when a new device joins the secure group
of users or an existing device leaves it. Section 4.2 addresses prototyping to
support study of applicability of modern cryptographic primitives, including
the pairing-based cryptography, to another emerging area where security is
vital – new kind of smart electronics known as wearables. Section 4.3 suggests
potential services enabled by an integrated heterogeneous wireless ecosystem.

• Chapter 5 concludes this work with an assessment of implemented solutions.
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2. CENTRALIZED RADIO RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT IN HETNETS

5G communications ecosystem targets to reach higher rates never challenged be-
fore, and to keep up with these rates, modern heterogenous network architectures
have already developed improved ways to integrate various RATs. Seeking new
vectors for evolution, emerging paradigm of heterogeneous cloud radio access net-
work (H-CRAN) merges RAT integration with advanced cloud infrastructures. This
approach enables improved management on the network-wide scale, allowing to im-
plement cross-cell radio resource allocation in a coordinated way. Recent research
addressed the gaps in theoretical performance analysis, and provided assessment
and mathematical methodology for real-time optimization of cooperative radio re-
source management in H-CRAN [2]. Resulting algorithms allow to balance between
throughput and fairness metrics in a flexible way, as might align with network oper-
ator’s development plans. Also, this approach demonstrated some advantages over
state-of-the-art multi-radio resource allocation schemes.

This chapter introduces work on elaborating practical implementation of a proof-of-
concept prototype, to demonstrate feasibility of algorithms for cooperative resource
management in H-CRAN.

2.1 Introduction and motivation

In the upcoming 5G era, most of the modern conveniences could use wireless net-
works to push our understanding of quality of life even further, and provide even
broader spectrum of services. This vision poses unprecedented challenges to those
who research, develop, deploy and operate theses networks as the demand for mobile
data traffic is expected to increase nearly eightfold in the period from years 2015 to
2020, reaching as much as 30.6 exabytes globally per month [1]. To provide service
matching these demands, wireless networks would be required to support very dense
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user device and network infrastructure nodes placements, employ very high carrier
frequencies including emerging millimeter wave (mmWave) technologies, and utilize
larger numbers of antennas in massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) in-
stallations [8]. Together with harnessing additional spectral resources, network man-
agement needs to be improved, to be able to operate prospective 5G deployments
in an intelligent and flexible way, also paying attention to increasing importance of
power and cost effectiveness. An emerging paradigm of HetNet is expected to be
the advanced networking architecture to address these challenges. Utilizing 3GPP
LTE macro cells for complete coverage, this architecture is enhancing connectivity
and capacity, by augmenting infrastructure with small cells varying in RAT and in
size. This approach allows to use both licensed and unlicensed spectra, supporting
user access in open, closed or hybrid fashion [9], and to connect users through tech-
nologies like pico and femto cells, remote radio heads (RRHs), relay nodes, WiFi
and WiGig access points, integrated WiFi-LTE small cells, etc. Significant gains in
capacity and overall user experience can be achieved by applying efficient coordina-
tion to this variety of RANs [10]. However, to maximize the flexibility of HetNet
management for robust interference mitigation, mobile connectivity continuity, and
enhanced capacity [11], all of the macro nodes and small cells have to be intercon-
nected via low-latency high-rate backhaul links, which significantly increases capital
expenditure (CAPEX) and operational expenditure (OPEX).

Different coordination schemes can be applied to 5G HetNet architecture depending
on backhaul available to network operator. In case backhaul deployment is restricted
to non-ideal infrastructure, the coordination can be performed in anchor-booster ar-
chitecture, where general network management is provided by anchor macro base
station (BS), and multi-radio small cells offer opportunistic traffic offloading capabil-
ity to boost user data rates. Otherwise, if backhaul is providing higher capacity and
lower latency, by using near-ideal carrier (e.g., optical fiber), low-power small cells
can offload processing of baseband signals, by forwarding them to a remote central-
ized server platform. Network operators with wide fiber infrastructure deployments
tend to prefer the latter approach, named Cloud RAN (C-RAN), by employing inex-
pensive wireless installations for front-haul connections, primarily in areas with high
traffic demands requiring ultra-dense HetNet deployments. This way the concept
of C-RAN allows to substantially lower operator’s CAPEX and OPEX, considering
that the largest part of infrastructure investments by a network operator are spent
on RAN part [12]. Additionally, C-RAN architecture is much more efficient in terms
of wireless infrastructure energy consumption.
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The RRH unit in C-RAN is a simplified low-power node, acting as a soft relay by
compressing baseband signals from mobile UE and sending them to the centralized
base band unit (BBU) over high-rate front-haul links. In such setup, front-haul con-
nections can become capacity bottlenecks, thus requiring advanced signal processing
solutions [13] and dynamic resource management [14] to maintain needed levels of
performance. Some key points shaping C-RAN capacity include

• Proper optimization [15] addressing practical backhaul constrants [16]

• Uplink RRH association strategies [17] with corresponding restrictions on im-
plementation complexity and radio resource consumption [18]

• Employed decentralized beamforming algorithms [19] and large-scale distributed
MIMO-aware power and antenna selection schemes [20]

Combination of HetNet principles with C-RAN “signal processing cloud” has re-
cently emerged as the Heterogeneous Cloud RAN (H-CRAN) concept, aimed to
further improve cooperative gains in a cost-efficient way. H-CRAN takes best from
both worlds, by blending networking techniques of heterogeneous networking with
cooperative processing of cloud computing, thus enabling facilitated interference
mitigation, scalable deployments, and efficient radio resource control. The function
of managing radio resources of low-power nodes (LPNs) is delegated to a virtual BS,
which runs in the cloud and is allocated from total processing capacity available at
the physical BBU pool. Currently, main research focus was to outline technological
features and base principles of H-CRAN to lay foundation for commercial H-CRAN
based 5G systems [21]; however, to gain ultimate understanding of its capabilities
there are still major challenges in the fields of theoretical performance analysis and
optimal resource allocation to be addressed.

Recent research has focused on the problem of cooperative radio resource manage-
ment in 5G-grade H-CRAN systems and provided a comprehensive methodology for
real-time performance optimization of H-CRANs [2]. Proposed solution allows to
dynamically control the amount of resources allocated to end users, for two alter-
native metrics of interest, namely, the fairness of resulting resource shares across
all the available RANs, and the overall system throughput. This work describes
implementation of several testbeds, to support the research on exploiting trade-
offs between fairness and throughput metrics, and development of proof-of-concept
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demonstrations of network-centric, network-assisted, and UE-centric resource allo-
cation mechanisms in characteristic H-CRAN environment, with different levels of
available LTE/WiFi integration.

2.2 H-CRAN: technology and standards background

Although H-CRAN technology is still not ready for commercial use in production
networks, coordinated use of multiple RATs within single multi-radio network man-
aged by the operator is becoming actively researched in 3GPP. This section reviews
some of the respective efforts.

3GPP Release 11 introduced loose coordination model, where access network dis-
covery and selection function (ANDSF) is managing interworking between WLAN
and 3GPP technologies (see TS 23.402), by means of ANDSF policy server inside
core network. The operator specifies discovery and WLAN resource usage within
the network, by defining relatively static policies, and the UE makes actual network
selection based on local operating environment and changes in radio link conditions.
ANDSF-enabled architecture is shown in Figure 2.1(a).

Major drawback of ANDSF is that UE-centric decisions are sub-optimal as UE does
not have complete vision of other users sharing radio network, their link conditions
and radio resource requirements. Also, multi-radio cells within HetNet deployments
do not share information about each other’s state, conditions, and radio resource
usage. This diminishes network-wide radio resource utilization even further. Ad-
ditionally, placement of mobility anchor in the network core (at P-GW typically)
makes it very expensive resource-wise to allow UE to steer traffic across WLAN and
3GPP links when link conditions change rapidly.

These WLAN/3GPP radio interworking issues were alleviated to some extent in
Release 12 (see TR 37.834). Traffic steering between WLAN and 3GPP RANs can
be facilitated by setting link quality and WLAN load thresholds at cellular BS (eNB
or eNodeB) through internal coordination within RAN. However, the standards did
not specify coordination required in the network to set appropriate thresholds. Also,
steering traffic in a flexible and efficient way is still not feasible as mobility anchor
of WLAN/3GPP links is still defined in the core network by the standard. The
mechanisms based on this integration option will be referred to as network-assisted
in this chapter.
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To make integration of WLAN within 3GPP RAN tighter, recent proposals (see e.g.,
RP-140685, RP-140738) are targeting to incorporate WLAN as a secondary carrier
within the 3GPP RAN, anchored at the eNB. Release 13 is expected to consider
the proposed architecture for standardization, extending benefits of system design
introduced for 3GPP small cells by Release 12 dual connectivity anchor-booster
system design (see TR 36.842), and extending existing 3GPP carrier aggregation
framework to also include non-3GPP RATs e.g., WLAN, like in the illustration used
in this chapter.

If 3GPP will also consider standardizing the interface between eNB and WLAN
access points (APs) for non-collocated WLAN/3GPP deployments, this integrated
network-controlled architecture will enable coordinated radio resource management
for non-3GPP WLAN networks thus extending the benefits of LTE-based anchor-
booster schemes. Also, anchoring WLAN connections at eNB will allow users to
delegate WLAN control and management functions to LTE network and use WLAN
capacity solely for data offloading. Figure 2.1(b), shows simplified architecture of
this approach. Radio resource management function is marked as RRM module in
the plot, and designated gateway performing interface matching to connect WiFi
and BBU is marked as RAN gateway or R-GW in the figure, as respective interface
is not yet standardized.

Another 3GPP study (see TR 37.870) is currently exploring architecture for multi-
RAT networks with enabled radio resource coordination across anchor cells, in ad-
dition to coordinated use of radio resources within anchor cell coverage area, thus
improving overall system performance even further. eNB to eNB coordination in
the distributed model may be achieved over X2 interface; however, in practice, dif-
ferent approaches may be used e.g., utilizing a centralized radio resource controller
to manage radio resources system-wide.

Cloud RAN architecture becomes feasible in deployments, where high-rate fiber con-
nections are available in the backhaul. Linking simple RRH with restricted function-
ality to centralized BBU pool within the cloud, such architecture wraps entire RAN
functionality within a single centralized node, thus significantly facilitating intro-
duction of non-3GPP RRH nodes to allow for centralized multi-radio coordination.
However, this requires additional standardization efforts from 3GPP.

Using principles similar to the multi-radio Cloud RAN, conceptual H-CRAN archi-
tecture introduced in [21] and reviewed in Section 2.1 enables centralized processing
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within the EPC, by connecting nodes to centralized server using S1 interface. Re-
sulting centralized network control allows to perform coordinated/cooperative radio
resource management, basing decisions on additional factors like variations in load
(e.g., busy hour effect) and UE mobility (e.g., by offloading high mobility UEs to
macro cell by default).

This chapter focuses on a H-CRAN deployment, where centralized management
of system radio resources is performed by a dedicated entity, named Cooperative
Radio Resource Manager (CRRM), and assuming same X2 backhaul interfaces for
connection to the CRRM server. Deployment and system model of this approach
are shown in Figure 2.1(c).

2.3 Practical testbed implementations

The following step of this research is to implement considered algorithms in an
operational testbed, to study their practical performance. This section discusses
realistic requirements for the implementation of proposed methodology. For this
purpose, it is required to integrate resource allocation algorithms into the protocol
stack of modern LTE and WiFi networks.

2.3.1 Implemented R&S demonstrator

Recently, our research group at TUT, including author of this work, has com-
pleted underlying HetNet testbed configuration, based on LTE eNodeB emulator,
CMW500, by Rohde and Schwarz1. In this experiment, CMW500 was readily set
up for a scenario of offloading traffic from LTE to WiFi, to assess capabilities of
CMW500 equipment for 5G research. Integration example demonstrated a simple
handover scheme for WiFi-LTE data offloading case, where WiFi signal strength
was main deciding factor. CMW500 was configured with LTE FDD cell signaling
on frequency band 7, downlink 2645 MHz, uplink 2525 MHz, total bandwidth = 20
MHz. WiFi AP and CMW500 were bridged at the same server, which was also con-
figured to lease IP addresses to UE via DHCP. An RF Shield Box model CMW-Z10
was used to control WiFi link quality. The shield box was connected to CMW500
unit via RF1 COM port and served as antenna for cellular link. This way, UE

1Video presentation of the experiment with R&S CMW500: http://winter-group.net/rohde-
schwarz-tutorial/
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Figure 2.2 Setup with Rohde and Schwartz CMW500

placed into open shield box connected to gateway server via both LTE and WiFi
and was able to use the link with a better quality. Closing shield box lid intro-
duced over 80 dB of digital attenuation for WiFi, thus triggering UE to switch its
data transmission to LTE. When the lid was open again, WiFi link quality became
better than that of LTE, and traffic was offloaded back to WiFi. CMW500 capa-
bilities to emulate LTE provider’s network allowed to quickly setup a testbed for
improved offloading logic design, for the purposes of 5G research. Further research
targeted intelligent data offloading, by employing advanced LTE link parameters.
Figure 2.2 demonstrates a short video presenting the setup. The video is available
at http://winter-group.net/rohde-schwarz-tutorial/.

2.3.2 H-CRAN architecture prototype

Current prototype implements a multi-radio scenario, where a cellular network is
coupled with a WiFi access point, thus providing UE with a possibility to seamlessly
switch between two RATs, or to efficiently use both of them at the same time.
Naturally, implementation of the proposed model requires access to cellular BS
side. It also requires UE capable of exposing necessary control information over the
available radio channels. However, development kits for mobile platforms currently
available on the market provide very limited support to manipulate corresponding
interfaces and data flows.
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In this implementation, the UE was connected to a conventional cellular network
and a separate local WiFi AP, both providing Internet connectivity via different
ISPs. To simulate a common network behind both radio links, mobile phone estab-
lishes two VPN connections bound to cellular and WiFi interfaces, respectively, and
terminating at an aggregator node (which may be e.g., located in the Internet). The
aggregator node, bridging two links, simulates a packet gateway in LTE network.

To aggregate both links on UE side, Open vSwitch (OVS)2 was employed. Cor-
respondingly, vSwitch daemon, running on the phone, includes links representing
WiFi and cellular connections together with a local virtual interface, serving as a
bind point for outgoing traffic, generated by applications using sockets API. How-
ever, specification of OVS assumes that all links in the virtual switch are able to
handle Ethernet headers, which is not the case for cellular network exposed to sys-
tem as a point-to-point RmNet interface. However, this issue could be solved by
augmenting vSwitch to allow this type of interfaces, or by utilizing a module that
would skip Ethernet header processing by an offset. In this testbed, author chose
to add another layer of tunneling on top of existing VPN with a Generic Routing
Encapsulation (GRE) tap tunnel (also referred as Ethernet GRE or EGRE) as the
simplest in implementation, and for consistency, GRE tap layer has been added to
WiFi VPN as well. Corresponding protocol stack of UE is outlined in Figure 2.3.
Similar architecture is used at the aggregator on simulated operator side. This way,
on the top level of abstraction architecture folds into two switches interconnected
with two redundant links. Overall system topology is illustrated in Figure 2.4.

The proposed setup allows us to implement a controller that would be able to main-
tain vSwitch’s forwarding table using OpenFlow protocol3, and provide desired levels
of per-flow traffic steering (i.e., resource allocation) based on dynamic criteria. A
separate module collects data from RATs about the state of every underlying physi-
cal link, such as Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and radio signal strength.
The controller uses these data to efficiently assign new flows to either of outgoing
interfaces. Coming back to the analytical algorithm implementation, this means
that it is possible to transfer implemented resource allocation logic (e.g., relative
fairness scheme) into the OpenFlow controller and specify control channel interface
(which is LTE in this case).

2Open vSwitch website: http://openvswitch.org/
3OpenFlow website: https://www.opennetworking.org/
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Figure 2.3 Proposed testbed topology for multi-RAT HetNets

2.3.3 Infrastructure for the prototype

The network side entities were installed as virtual machines (VMs) running on vir-
tualization platform, built with vSphere4 from VMWare. This approach allowed
to deploy and interconnect architecture elements in a highly flexible and dynamic
fashion. Virtualization platform was designed and assembled by a smaller group of
research assistants, including the author of this work, to support various research
activities performed by the larger group.

For the research scenario, WiFi access point was connected to the Internet through
university network and configured as a router between wireless and wired sides.
UE was connecting to both WiFi and LTE networks and had Internet connectivity
through either network. Using specific static routes the UE was contacting particular
VPN gateways over certain technology i.e., IP address of the gateway terminating
LTE side VPN was routed via LTE network, with similar behavior for WiFi side. On
the network side, traffic to the VPN aggregator node was chained by the platform
through an entry node switch that was splitting traffic destined to LTE VPN and
WiFi VPN, and then passed through WAN link emulator node. Details of such
service chaining are illustrated in subsection 2.4.3.

4VMWare vSphere solution: https://www.vmware.com/products/vsphere
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2.4 Technical details

Most important features of current prototype implementation are: software based
switching, network control automation and overlay network over regular provider
networks. Flow based switching was implemented with Open vSwitch software and
network control was performed with OpenFlow controllers, both described in subsec-
tion 2.4.2. Design of VPN and processes of measuring and influencing link conditions
are outlined in subsection 2.4.3. Significant work was done to prepare UE to handle
these tools, subsection 2.4.1 covers modifications to the UE and procedures to enable
it for research scenarios. Finally, architecture is summarized with the workflow of a
research scenario in subsection 2.4.4.

2.4.1 Toolchains and custom software on user equipment

A suitable UE platform for testbed implementation has been the SailfishOS5 running
on Jolla phones6, which combines Linux and MER software7, and provides a flexible
platform software development kit (SDK). The platform offers all required tools to
build custom kernel modules, as well as generic GNU\Linux software. Hence, in-
stalling OVS, GRE, and Virtual Ethernet (VETH) modules, as well as OVS database
and userspace tools, has been fairly straightforward. The software in SailfishOS is
packaged with RPM Package Manager (RPM) (originally Red Hat Package Manager,

5Sailfish OS website: https://sailfishos.org/
6Jolla phone website: http://jolla.com/
7MER project website: http://merproject.org/
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now a recursive acronym), which provides powerful tools to integrate third-party
software and to install additional components.

Some of the tools used in prototype require integration at OS kernel level, which
means that UE kernel has to be built with corresponding functionality enabled.
Customization of MER based Sailfish OS is done through Platform SDKs provided
by the project. These platform SDK tools include compilers, Scratchbox2 cross-
compilation toolkit, MIC image creator, Zypper package manager and other instru-
ments to make development easier. In this setup, SDKs are run as an image in
a chroot environment; however, SDK can also be used as a dedicated virtual ma-
chine. SDK was installed on development machine from a rootfs tarball containing
essential tools for MER platform development. The goal of using platform tools was
to compile GRE, Open vSwtich, and VETH kernel modules for SailfishOS running
on UE. As a basis for the new kernel configuration, author extracted configuration
file from running system of a Jolla device. Configuration file was edited to include
appropriate modules and was used for the build process, resulting in corresponding
kernel object (.ko) files compiled. These module files were transferred to the UE and
loaded into running kernel as part of prototype implementation. Another feature of
the Platform SDK that was useful for us, is that provided cross-compiler toolchain
can be used to build custom userspace software, which is otherwise not available in
official repositories. Using this toolchain, author was able to compile userspace part
of OVS software.

2.4.2 OpenFlow software switch

OVS is a multilayer virtual switch, designed to target at multi-server virtualization
deployments. It provides a lot of important features for highly dynamic environ-
ments at large scales; however, for this prototype the most important feature of OVS
is that it adheres to the emerging Software Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm and
thus supports forwarding based on flow tables and can use OpenFlow as a method of
exporting remote access to control traffic forwarding. These features enable flexible
placement of traffic control entity (at UE itself, on network side, or combination of
both), and per flow control over traffic forwarding, meaning that certain sessions
can be selectively placed on WiFi or LTE interfaces in a dynamic way. OVS consists
of kernel side module, responsible for actual packet forwarding in the data-path, and
userspace daemon, interacting with network state database and exposing control
functions to external entities.
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OpenFlow based SDN vision implies that forwarding tables of a device should be
maintained by a separate entity – the controller. This controller is responsible for
making forwarding decisions and programming them into the flow tables along the
data path, using Open Flow protocol. The controller in this installation was based
on POX controller – a networking software platform written in Python 8. Controller
assumes the management of UE’s forwarding plane consisting of 3 interfaces – WiFi
interface, LTE interface, and internal system interface. Main task for controller
is to run one of the optimizations algorithms supplied by researchers. Algorithm
implementation receives metrics feed from the software, performing measurements of
network conditions on both radio interfaces, and reallocates incoming and outgoing
flows accordingly.

2.4.3 Network side

In the absence of access to an operational cellular network installation, researchers
have to simulate joint control of WiFi and LTE networks for UE using VPN tunnels.
This testbed used Open VPN for its simplicity and wide platform adoption. Clients
would connect to dedicated VPN anchors through WiFi and LTE links, this way
allowing the laboratory network to control setup of tunnel interfaces in a similar
way as real operator network would control setup of physical links.

The authentication in VPN network is based on Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA)
certificates, as opposed to pre-shared key based authentication. Using EasyRSA
tools, author has created certificate hierarchy where every user device would receive
its own certificate to authenticate in the VPN network, and, based on information
in that certificate, network would uniquely identify the user and configure it with
predefined features.

Network-wise, VPN anchor was configured for subnet layout. Unlike in point-to-point
layout, where a dedicated subnet is allocated for every client-server link, in subnet
layout all clients share common address space which slightly facilitates routing on
the server side for prototype purposes.

During start up process, VPN agent places policy based routing (PBR) rules into
routing subsystem, to selectively route traffic from VPN network to the gateway
facing the Internet to provide external connectivity. Configuration of Open VPN

8POX controller: https://openflow.stanford.edu/display/ONL/POX+Wiki
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server is provided with example of LTE agent in Listing 1

To separate operation domains of WiFi and LTE side VPN servers, without the
need to run them on different virtual or physical nodes, both processes are exe-
cuted on the same VM, isolated in dedicated Docker9 containers. Docker is a set of
tools that provide convenient way to manage Linux container (LXC) environments.
Every container running openvpn process has in its namespace a dedicated host
network interface, facing the client, and a VETH link bridged with host network.
This way, openvpn container acts as a router between host side network, leading to
internal operator network, and client network behind VPN network. Detailed net-
work layout of the VPN server is presented in Figure 2.5. Container mounts into its
internal filesystem a directory with corresponding configuration files and certificates
(e.g., LTE directory for container running LTE side) and executes openvpn process
according to these configuration files.

Most of commercial off the shelf (COTS) WiFi access points are shipped with pro-
prietary, closed source operating systems, and are built with network chips run by
closed drivers from hardware vendors. This way, access point becomes a “black box”,
exposing enough control to set up the network, but prohibiting any new functional-
ity on top of the hardware. For an access point to be useful in such research, both
operating system and wireless interface firmware must be open, to allow modifica-
tions and give access to internal variables. A good example of such device is a dual
band WiFi router from Linksys model WRT1900AC. For this research the device
was installed with OpenWRT10 system, custom compiled to include WiFi drivers
as modules, rather than built into the kernel, making it easier to dynamically add

9Docker platform: https://docs.docker.com
10OpenWRT system: https://wiki.openwrt.org/doc/start
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changes into driver’s code. One of the most important changes to the operating
system was to enable Linux debugfs filesystem that exposes multiple system values,
like status of numerous transmit queues and current transmission rates.

This way, AP was prepared to send measurements of interest to the process imple-
menting forwarding optimization logic, where the latter would combine WiFi state
data with LTE data, or any other information found useful by researchers, like pri-
oritization of users and RANs, and would yield new forwarding rules for UE side
and operator side.

To simulate various network conditions, all traffic to the emulated aggregator node
on network side was routed through a dedicated VM running WANem – a Wide
Area Network Emulator11. This allowed us to impose various WAN characteristics
common to LTE networks, like network delay, packet loss, packet re-ordering, jitter,
etc. to the links that are in fact running in research laboratory LAN. Such service
chaining of traffic dedicated to one VM through another VM is not natively sup-
ported by basic feature set of available vSphere installation, so several safety policies
had to be disabled, and in such cases certain broadcast and unknown traffic should
be suppressed by virtual switch, and greater caution should be paid when routing
traffic, to avoid forwarding loops. Network scheme of traffic flows in the setup with
WAN emulator node is demonstrated in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 Setup with WAN emulation node

2.4.4 Architecture summary and workflow

Network side of the deployment consists of a number of VMs serving as VPN an-
chor, WAN Emulation, and Internet Gateway. When VPN anchor VM boots up, it

11WANEM emulator: http://wanem.sourceforge.net
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performs the following steps

• starts VPN processes isolated in containers

• moves dedicated network interfaces to corresponding container namespaces

• creates a VETH pair for each container

• moves one end of every VETH pair to corresponding container namespace

• runs GRE tap tunnel to client over second end of VETH pair when client
connects

• adds GRE tap interface to OVS

• creates another VETH pair for host networking

• adds one end of host VETH pair to vSwitch

• sets second end for routing to internal operator network

Code listing of the script starting the service is provided in Listing 3

When UE side and network side virtual forwarding planes are ready, both devices
start measuring link qualities. Depending on coordination scheme scenario, con-
troller software is started on either side and both virtual switches connect to it.
Measurements from UE, AP, and operator side are also sent to the controller. This
brings the setup to final operational state, where controller would use all available
metrics, to run resource optimization algorithm provided by researchers, and would
re-allocate traffic sessions across available links accordingly.

2.5 Conclusions on coordinated resource management

This chapter considered implementation of testbeds and demonstrators for H-CRAN
– a recently emerged concept, brought to improve available cooperative gains in Het-
Nets in a cost-efficient way. Elaborated solutions focused on improving research of
coordinated radio resource management problem in 5G-grade H-CRANs, by imple-
menting a platform to analyze their real-time performance optimization. The most
important findings from development process are summarized below.
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• Implementing a prototype for the CRRM unit helped to outline envisioned
H-CRAN system architecture, based on review of respective 3GPP standard-
ization processes and technology implementation options.

• Proposed architecture demonstrates viability of virtual forwarding planes con-
cept for prototyping in traffic optimization research. Building an overlay net-
work allows to abstract from actual network technologies that are closed to
modifications, while preserving physical channel properties.

• Decoupling of measurement functions, traffic forwarding, and control enabled
dynamic deployment of user centric, network assisted, and network controlled
research scenarios, or other hybrid control schemes. Also, coordination logic
can use any other information sources e.g., an even broader view on network
at Internet scale from operator’s border gateway protocol (BGP).

• Using modern virtualization tools has proven to be crucial for fast and agile
prototyping of new network architectures. This approach to packaging of soft-
ware components allows to easily reproduce testbed setup in any hardware or
virtual environment, in an automated way. Virtualizing architecture entities
also facilitates scaling up to allow wider setup, as well as scaling down to run
self-contained installation on a researcher’s laptop.

• Resulting modular testbed allows to deploy new steering algorithms in a quick
and automatic ways. The setup offers researchers an environment for testing
traffic flow optimizations, similar to what the new architecture would be like
in a live network.

• Prototype implementation improved research on H-CRAN resource optimiza-
tion with CRRM published in [2] and study on Prioritized Centrally-Controlled
Resource Allocation in Integrated Multi-RAT HetNets appears in [3]
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3. NETWORK ASSISTED DEVICE-TO-DEVICE

COMMUNICATIONS

The offloading principles, discussed in Chapter 2, are not limited to be used only
in network operator’s infrastructure. Similar techniques could be used to improve
network performance, by offloading communications between proximate users from
infrastructure to direct link between users, or device-to-device (D2D) links. Next
sections cover research and prototyping activities performed in exploring improve-
ments to user traffic offloading from infrastructure network onto direct D2D links
brought by assistance from cellular network.

3.1 Introduction and motivation

The increase in mobile data traffic pushes network operators to seek ways to re-
lieve congestion in their infrastructures. A natural way to mitigate the shortage
of available radio resources is to deploy an increasing number of various sized BSs;
however, such approach is costly and faces some practical challenges. An alternative
approach would be to leverage the capability of modern UE to establish simultane-
ous connections via different radio links, and to enable traffic offloading from cellular
network onto D2D connections in unlicensed bands like WiFi. The problem with
WiFi is that there is no fast and efficient method of service or device discovery
built into the protocol, as well it lacks functionality to efficiently manage multiple
D2D links. Recent research [5] demonstrates that these limitations can be solved
by a certain amount of network assistance to D2D communications. This part de-
scribes network-assisted D2D technology prototype developed by research group at
Tampere University of Technology. The resulting solution is completely standards-
compliant and provides service subscribers with seamless D2D connectivity. The
link layer technology for D2D connections in the prototype is WiFi Direct (WFD);
however, described techniques can be applied to other potential D2D technologies.
Neighboring devices could communicate over D2D channels whenever possible to
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reduce network operator’s reliance on smaller-scale and denser cell infrastructure.
The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has put a lot of effort to define
a licensed band D2D technology [22]. Also, there are proprietary solutions being
developed by individual companies [23, 24]. However, standardization process takes
time, as well as adoption of standards by device manufactures. But when looking
towards the unlicensed bands, there are several D2D technologies already available
in most client devices. However, there are several engineering limitations to those
technologies, with primary one being lack of efficient connectivity management and
device discovery. Considering that battery life is a scarce resource for most users,
the amount of energy spent on device discovery and D2D connection negotiation is
unacceptable. The group proposed a scheme of network management for unlicensed-
band D2D connections with the example of WiFi, where users will benefit from their
cellular network connectivity to help manage their D2D connections. The boost in
cellular network capacity after introducing network-assisted D2D was demonstrated
in [25, 26]. Standardized solution for network assistance is expected to be decou-
pled from actual D2D link layer technology. An example of a technology suitable
for D2D is WFD [27]. WFD is already available on the market and offers high
data rates over mid-range point-to-point (P2P) connections. Additionally, WiFi is
already considered for cellular traffic offloading [28], and thus this work primarily
focuses on using WFD as offloading technology. Primarily, the goals of this research
were to elaborate a 3GPP compatible architecture to enable network-assisted D2D
offloading, to make resulting solution compliant with current web standards, and
to support suggested architecture with a proof-of-concept (PoC) implementation in
real-world conditions, with offloading of cellular traffic (e.g., LTE) onto WFD links.

3.2 Network assistance in D2D communications

The benefits of short-range communications enlist higher data rates, lower transfer
delays, and better power efficiency [29], as well as improvements in spatial reuse.
Network providers are already leveraging these improvements, by introducing in-
creasing number of pico- and femto- cells into their deployment. To gain even higher
capacity improvements, natural next step on the way to the vision of 1000x increase
[30] in upcoming 5G systems, by year 2020, for providers could be improving spatial
reuse by enabling direct communication between clients. Most of modern COTS
UEs are already supplied with built-in capabilities to establish direct links, but in
its current state the technology is not suitable to be used in proximity services. Also,
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providing seamless connectivity, when offloading cellular connections is challenging
in current deployments (e.g., mobile IP). This work concentrates on seeking ways to
resolve these issues in an efficient way, by adding network assistance to the system.

A lot of services nowadays can utilize proximity-oriented communications. This has
attracted a lot of attention to research of D2D communications both from industry
and from academia side. List of use cases that could potentially benefit from D2D
connectivity includes context-aware applications, local voice calls offloading when
users are in proximity, multimedia content streaming and sharing, gaming, and
many others. As variance in D2D channel conditions can be significant in time, it
is very difficult to offer certain service level agreement (SLA) with specific Quality
of Service (QoS) on such links, thus offloading to D2D links has been considered
mostly for delay-tolerant applications such as file transfers. However, in cases when
users are mostly stationary and at reasonably close distance, offloading to D2D links
becomes an attractive option for many other services like multicast video streaming,
social gaming, etc.

Establishing D2D communication link has two basic requirements: a mechanism for
devices to discover each other, and set of operations for connection setup. Current
WiFi implementations fully support these features; however, not in the most efficient
way, and this is where network assistance comes helpful. In case D2D link would
fail, network assistance also ensures session continuity by restoring connectivity over
infrastructure links. Suggested design introduces a new appliance that provides
management of these assistance features from provider’s network – the D2D server.
This entity keeps track of subscribers UE together with any P2P application ID
supplied by their users. Server is actively communicating with evolved Serving
Mobile Location Centre (eSMLC) or any other entity providing positioning services
in operator’s core network; also D2D server has a control link established with UEs
to assist with discovery, D2D connection setup and ensures selection of suitable
communication link.

Additionally, D2D server is responsible for keeping up-to-date with user profiles
and their D2D server names, by communicating with 3rd party application servers
(also referred to as Content Registers, or P2P application servers, throughout this
work). These content registers hold the links to P2P application IDs and their
offered content or service published by network subscribers. Subscribers use P2P
application servers to publish their content and search for other peers, who are
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offering any potentially interesting content or service in proximity.

Figure 3.1 depicts the workflow in proposed architecture: (1) User authenticates
with Content Register server in the usual way, by visiting to website or using a
dedicated application, e.g. Facebook or any other social network could be used as
P2P application server. Using an existing social network as content register allows
all the publish/search operations with content to automatically obtain users’ social
context, e.g., share proximal content only with friends. (2) UE runs a software
client, connecting to D2D server in its network, and authorizes it to update P2P
application server with necessary information, to allow other users to request pub-
lished content via appropriate D2D server. At this point, system ensures that UE
system account indeed has access to the corresponding Content Register account.
(3) Using functions provided by P2P application, the users can search for any other
D2D ready content shared with them. Or they can publish new content, and post
their intent to engage in proximal D2D connections with other users. (4) When one
of the peers uses hyper-reference from Content Register, it is passed to D2D client
software which subscribes UE to D2D server, and the latter resolves content location
into actual D2D link-layer connection details. (5) D2D server keeps track of peers’
location and instructs them to start using D2D link, when appropriate conditions
are met. When P2P data exchange starts, Content Register is no longer involved.
Communications channel is monitored by D2D server and adjusted accordingly to
network state, as observed from the core and from UEs. As credentials and direct
link parameters are derived by the network, devices themselves need no additional
authorization or any direct contact prior to data transfer. Also, when transfer is
complete and D2D link is dismantled, the devices are still unaware of each other’s
actual identity. This feature allows to further build anonymous sharing services,
which are not possible in systems, where devices have to broadcast their presence
to detect peers.

Suggested approach resulted in a system with several features:

• The system inherits community tested security and access models from P2P
application server. D2D service users can shape access policies for their content
to be visible only by certain peers. This implies that in order to be able to
even locate the content, an eavesdropper would require to break into P2P
application server, resulting in an extra security layer before access to the
content itself. Also, while using a publicly and anonymously shared content,
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Figure 3.1 Assisted D2D connection establishment via D2D server

a peer does not obtain information about which user exactly is serving it, or
what other services are shared by the same UE.

• There is no need for UEs to take the burden of peer discovery, by sending
and listening to broadcast requests. UEs can rely on the cellular network to
instruct them, when it is suitable to start D2D radio interface and with which
parameters. This is utterly important, as keeping D2D interface active can
consume significant amount of energy even in case when device does not need
to send or receive data.

• The network can provide temporary link layer addresses to users, thus allevi-
ating the need to reveal their actual IDs to each other. Devices do not need
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to publish their actual IDs for discovery or connection setup.

• Network operator can monitor traffic rates and quality of service on network-
assisted D2D connections. Even though it is not possible to monitor link
states directly, the network can establish a control loop with UE to report
and adjust transmission rates and QoS. Having this information, the network
can plan and coordinate with existing infrastructure to properly allocate radio
resources.

Suggested architecture of network-assisted D2D is easily integrated into existing
3GPP LTE deployment [31]. Figure 3.2 shows the architecture of the integrated
system. Only one new entity has to be added to operator’s core – the D2D server.
Such placement also allows D2D server to receive information on UE location from
eSMLC and to effectively interact with other entities on the Internet.

3.3 Implementing traffic offloading prototype

Within proof of concept implementation, the author of this work was responsible for
making required changes to UE operating system, elaborating offloading algorithm
based on IP routing, setting up and maintaining infrastructure to run prototype
components, and implementing UE side of the prototype. Next subsections elaborate
on implementation of these prototype components.

3.3.1 Android networking subsystem

Android, as a Linux-based system1, allows to have simultaneous connections over
more than one radio interface. Once LTE and WiFi connections are active, mobile
device has two directly connected networks and one default gateway to send traffic
outside of these networks. In this state, it is possible to reach other peer on WFD
link only when destination address in IP packet header is WFD address of the peer,
and source address is the one of originating mobile device. Also, WFD link uses
private address range that is not reachable through anything else than WFD link;
once the link is disconnected, the peer becomes unreachable. For the suggested D2D
architecture, a device would be required to be able to reach peer’s public IP address
on LTE interface through WFD link.

1Android OS: http://www.openhandsetalliance.com/android_overview.html
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One of the goals was to create a solution that would be transparent for already
existing applications, and this way ease adoption of the technology. For this reason,
modifications at the physical layer are not desirable, as it is tightly coupled with radio
interface driver. The same applies to Link layer – implementing new functionality
there would make the solution vendor-specific. Since existing applications heavily
rely on existing transport layer protocols, modifications in transport layer are also
not considered. On the other hand, system offers various tools to make changes in IP
layer (or Network layer). This would allow to leave underlying radio interfaces as-is,
and would enable application developers to use same routines to obtain network
access as before. IP addresses are in a way bound to the physical interfaces, but
selection process is made without direct interaction with interfaces. This would
allow us to create an interface independent solution without modifications of upper
layers.

The default configuration of an Android system allows to have routes with multiple
gateways, but one of them is inserted into routing table with lower cost than the
others. This way no load-balancing is performed and only one route is used. In
case of WiFi link and LTE link, or cellular link in general, the route through LTE
gateway is preferred for the Internet connectivity because WiFi link and, especially,
WFD do not guarantee Internet connectivity at all. Therefore, changing cost of
default route would cause unreachability of the Internet for all applications in the
mobile device.

3.3.2 Traffic offloading based on routing

The proposed solution is based on allowing mobile device to route IP traffic as
usual, and then inject more specific routes for particular peer into routing table. As
Android system is based on Linux kernel, it is possible to enable routing functions
by modifying the value of system variable net.ipv4.conf. all .forwarding from 0 to
1. After this change, Android mobile device gains capabilities of a generic router,
known from computer networks. This way, mobile device can forward packets from
one interface to another. The interesting point to note here is that it allows to
send IP packets with source address being LTE interface public IP address and
destination address being peer’s WFD private IP address, and IP layer of Android
system will send them through WiFi interface.

There are, however, several issues with such approach to link selection that need
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to be solved. The first issue arises with application use of network sockets. When
an application needs network connectivity, it requests the service from operating
system using sockets API, and operating system chooses to use one of the avail-
able IP addresses as source address. Source IP address, source transport layer port,
destination IP and destination port must remain the same throughout communi-
cation, which cannot be guaranteed in case session is bound to WiFi interface IP
addresses, because interface can be disabled at any moment. Another issue is with
routing private networks through operator’s infrastructure – if a session is bound to
WFD’s private IPs it cannot be switched to LTE interface because the operator’s
infrastructure prohibits routing packets to this private IP range.

As a workaround for prototype demonstration, a set of OpenVPN tunnels has been
elaborated from devices to an anchor point in the network infrastructure, thus allow-
ing routing of private networks through operator’s core. In a real world deployment,
however, this would not be necessary, as operator could set up internal routing ac-
cording to D2D link networks, issued by D2D server. Also, the system creates an
overlay GRE tunnel bound to loopback interfaces on the devices. Loopback in-
terface is meant to be a constant anchor point for applications, and only overlay
tunnel endpoints will be rerouted, ensuring that session IP addresses remain the
same all the time, regardless of underlay interfaces used, and thus providing service
continuity.

Since only communication with one particular peer needs to be offloaded, a route
can be inserted into routing table stating that just the peer’s loopback IP address
is reachable through peer’s WFD private IP address. Insertion is performed by the
command ip route add PEER_LOOPBACK_IP/32 via PEER_WFD_IP. Once
this command is accepted by IP routing layer of Android, all traffic with destination
IP address PEER_LOOPBACK_IP will be forwarded to WFD interface and this
way overlay tunnel traffic will be sent over WFD.

The insertion and removal is performed by management application that is running
in the background. Both actions are invoked upon a corresponding command from
D2D server, but route removal can additionally rely on local channel quality mea-
surements. Within this implementation, the only channel quality metric considered
is the RSSI. When reaching a particular threshold in RSSI, route can be inserted or
removed, thus selecting D2D or infrastructure channels, and reaching even higher
threshold can trigger complete link disband.
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This injection of specific routes into routing table does not have to be performed
symmetrically on both devices participating in D2D offloading. Also, route injection
scheme is not limited to be used only with a single peer.

3.3.3 Infrastructure for the prototype

The service relies on three parts: a) Client side phone application b) Content register
service c) D2D server.

The content register is assumed to be any platform providing data sharing services
to its users e.g., social networks like Facebook, Google+ etc., with a difference that
in this case only metadata about content is shared in form of a hyper-reference,
instead of actual data. D2D server, on its turn, is designed to be run by network
service provider. It is worth noting that besides suggested architecture layout, the
service is flexible enough for both entities to be run by a single authority or even on
the same host.

To emulate integration of the service with providers, both server side applications
were deployed within research group’s cloud infrastructure. Two virtual machines
were setup to act as Content Register and D2D server. Content register part was
implemented in PHP, served by Apache web server. Hence, the application is a
generic website that offers a registered user possibility to post their intent to share
some data, or to search for shared data locations. User posts only information
required to access data, rather than its location i.e., sharing protocol and port
number, while IP address that locates the data, is handled by D2D server. The part
that glues service sharing and service discovery is the introduced protocol identifier
in URI returned by content register – “d2d://”. End user devices were configured
to interpret this protocol scheme as a request to start Client application that in
turn is capable of communicating with D2D server to translate username of the peer
serving data into an IP address.

D2D server was implemented in Python as a standalone application, using HTTPS
as transport for control messages. System assumes user’s mobile data link to be up
all the time during service usage. Implemented solution shows that content register
and D2D services are easily integrated in a seamless fashion into existing web serving
infrastructure.

End user devices used in service demonstration were Sony Xperia ZL phones pro-
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vided by Sony Mobile. Android, being an open source mobile platform, provides
needed flexibility in configuration and available tools to fulfill requirements de-
manded from user devices. One of the main features user device should have is
the ability to have both mobile data link and WiFi link to be up simultaneously.
Due to energy consumption constraints, most of consumer devices on the market
restrict their network connectivity to use only one of the available connections at
a time. To enable both interfaces in the system, author had to bypass native An-
droid service controlling WiFi, and interact with WiFi driver directly. As Android
system to some extent is derived from GNU\Linux, it easily gives us needed tools
– wpa_supplicant interface controlled via wpa_cli utility. Another issue is that in
order to integrate with these utilities Android has to be compiled with userdebug
feature enabled, and stock firmware provided by Sony for their devices does not have
this property. Therefore, another option to consider was to build the system based
on source code from Android Open Source Project, using proprietary binary drivers
released to public by the vendor. However, resulting system at that time lacked radio
drivers, needed for intended operation of mobile data connection. Final choice for
the user device platform was popular aftermarket firmware Cyanogenmod2, based
on Android and maintained by FreeXperia group.

Another requirement for end user’s mobile system is to be capable of receiving
incoming connections through mobile data link. Considering the fact that most op-
erators use private IPv4 address pools to assign to user devices and provide Internet
connectivity by means of NAT, accessing the services running on users device from
outside of its local link is not feasible with such setup. One of the possible solutions
to overcome this issue would be using IPv6 addresses, but local service providers at
the time being did not provide IPv6 connectivity options to the extent suitable for
practical demonstration of D2D service. Another tested option for demonstration
was encapsulating mobile data link of both communicating devices inside a VPN
tunnel to a common VPN server, thus moving both devices into the same IP subnet.
Also, discussing the issue with local service provider – TeliaSonera Finland Oyj.–
researches were offered a certain access point name that would provide user devices
with a publicly routable IPv4 address.

2Cyanogenmod distribution: https://wiki.cyanogenmod.org/w/Main_Page
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Figure 3.3 Prototype setup for D2D architecture

3.4 Prototype implementation technical details

This section covers deeper technical details of implementation for service architec-
ture prototype described in sections above. As mentioned before, the whole system
comprises three entities – UE, D2D server and Content register. Besides that, pro-
totype infrastructure contains a node serving as anchor point for VPN layer, and a
node serving as gateway for Internet connectivity.

3.4.1 User equipment

User side of the prototype was implemented in two layers – main network assisted
offloading logic, implemented as native Android application, and functional layer
performing all interactions with Android OS implemented in Bash shell scripts.

Bash scripts implement functions like inserting/withdrawing routes, enabling WFD
links and establishing tunnels to the infrastructure. Also, they provide an abstrac-
tion layer to D2D Client application, while client application in turn establishes
control channel with D2D server and interacts with the server using HTTPS to
execute offloading algorithm steps.

The workflow of suggested solution starts with running D2D client Android ap-
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plication. The first phase for application is to invoke initialization shell script
d2d\_init.sh (Program 4) to bring UE to a state, where it would be ready to inter-
act with infrastructure and D2D server. As mentioned in subsection 3.3.3, system
WiFi service will not allow to have both radio interfaces up simultaneously, so the
initialization script will stop this service and will run a new copy of wpa_supplicant,
with configuration files and parameters needed to prepare WiFi p2p interface. Also,
initialization script loads necessary additional kernel modules. The last phase of
initialization script is to start OpenVPN tunnel, and this phase creates a blocking
dependency, where initialization script in order to complete needs OpenVPN tunnel
to successfully establish connection with infrastructure. This is resolved by imple-
menting a trap in the initialization script, so that it can safely sleep after starting
OpenVPN tunnel, and be resumed by openvpn process after tunnel is up. Finally,
inititialization script will mark its completion in a process pid file, so that other
system parts can later check if initialization has already been performed.

After init phase is done, mobile device has established a control channel to D2D
server via the tunnel, and is ready to setup WiFi direct connections, when instructed
to do so. D2D Client application regains control, registers itself to D2D Server, and
UE becomes available for offloading. Depending on the role of UE as publisher or
consumer, D2D Client application is invoked either manually or by a link from Con-
tent Register (see subsection 3.4.3) respectively. Since components responsible for
the network-assisted offloading features are completely decoupled from application
layer, in case user has published some content, they must ensure that the application
that is actually serving it (e.g., a file server, game server or multimedia streaming
application) is running and is awaiting for incoming connections. In case user fol-
lowed the link from Content Register, D2D Client application subscribes to server
with data from the link. At this stage, network knows that one user is ready to
serve content and the other is willing to receive it with offloading features enabled.

The next step to prepare devices for traffic offloading is to start loopback interfaces
and overlay GRE tunnels. When both peers public LTE (or OpenVPN in case of
this implementation) IP addresses are known, D2D server instructs both devices to
start a loopback interface, to add routes to peer’s loopback interface over cellular
network and to bring up a GRE tunnel bound to those loopback interfaces. These
functions to operate loopbacks and GRE are implemented in corresponding shell
scripts, see Program 5. Overlay tunnel endpoints will be rerouted to switch traffic
from one radio network to another providing service continuity as described in sub-
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section 3.3.2. Addressing for the loopback networks and overlay network is done by
coupling predefined prefixes with host portion of devices LTE IP address.

When D2D server detects that two users, who have previously subscribed to be
assisted in D2D communication, are now in appropriate conditions to use offloading,
server will generate a group name and a pre-shared key for WFD, and will instruct
one device to start WFD invoke a Bash shell script implementing start, join, leave,
or remove functions. The script, in its turn, will use wpa_cli tool to interact with
wpa_supplicant process started at initialization phase. As in case with loopback and
overlay network addressing, for this prototype implementation, when WFD link is
established it is configured in a stateless manner with IP addresses from 10.1.1.0/30
range with .1 assigned to group owner and .2 to WFD client.

At this point, both devices have two radio interfaces up and are ready to offload traf-
fic, by rerouting overlay tunnel endpoints through either of these interfaces. When
instructed by the network, D2D Client application will insert or withdraw routes
by invoking corresponding shell scripts. D2D server keeps track of UE location,
and when the distance and RSSI metrics reach predefined levels, server will instruct
devices to use WFD, to fallback to using cellular network while keeping WiFi radio
on, or to completely shutdown WiFi interface.

Upon users’ request D2D server can de-register them and stop following their prox-
imity.

3.4.2 D2D server

Server is running Python application listening for HTTPS requests on port 8099.
All the relevant data from clients are passed as HTTP parameters and server is
running an internal database to store registered users and their associated data
like public IP addresses and current location. In present prototype implementation
UE will periodically poll the server about status changes and server will reply with
corresponding instructions according to current network state.

3.4.3 Content register

Content Register is a PHP application, running embedded database to authenticate
users and store metadata about their shared content. When users wish to post some
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service available for access and ready to be offloaded to D2D link when appropriate
they log in to Content register and publish access protocol and port number for the
service e.g., http/80. When another user sees this intent to share, they can request
shared content, and Content Register will present the metadata in form of a URI
with d2d:// scheme and embedded information about peer username, target D2D
server, shared service protocol and port
d2d://amie@d2d.winter.rd.tut.fi@simhost.winter.rd.tut. fi /webcam:8080.

Web browser in UE is setup to recognize d2d:// URI scheme as bound to D2D Client
local Android application. Hence, following the link given by Content Register will
start D2D Client application that will establish control channel to its D2D server,
and will register its intent to engage into D2D connection with the named peer,
when network conditions are favorable to do so. Optionally, user may choose to
start using shared content straight away and be offloaded when possible, or to wait
before content is available via direct link.

3.4.4 Utility nodes

All server side components are running in virtual environment, implemented with
vSphere from VMWare. Both D2D server and Content Register are running on dedi-
cated virtual machines. To terminate OpenVPN connections, another dedicated VM
was installed. The VPN VM is selectively routing traffic from VPN connections, ei-
ther to other peers using openvpn “subnet” type of configuration, or to the Internet
gateway using Policy Based Routing. The Internet gateway is another VM, run-
ning Brocade Vyatta3 software router, and is performing NAT to provide Internet
connectivity to internal networks.

3.5 Conclusions on network-assisted D2D communications

D2D connectivity emerges as an important enabler for traffic offloading from network
infrastructure and allows network operators to implement proximity aware social
networking. Elaborating a network-assisted D2D technology prototype has empha-
sized potential gains of using direct connectivity between closely located devices as
well as highlighted out major challenges. Significant capacity gains at system level

3Vyatta Router: http://vyos.net/wiki/Main_Page
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have been confirmed by previous research, most important findings after prototype
development are summarized below.

• Using existing web application paradigm enables easy adoption of D2D con-
nectivity features by application service provides. Some of the operators could
benefit significantly by employing this new architecture to offer new services
that would otherwise be impossible without continuous use of GPS positioning
on the UEs.

• The example of integration of network-assisted D2D service into Android plat-
form shows that same management protocols could be implemented by equip-
ment manufacturers themselves. Certain platforms do not offer proper pro-
gramming tools to give control of routing subsystem to developers, but this
should not be an issue if vendor decides to implement the technology.

• D2D links offer much more capacity and lower latency than current cellular
connections can provide. At shorter distances under 50 meters WFD can easily
stream HD video or run real-time applications. Also, energy efficiency is very
attractive.

• Currently, mobile operators’ networks are heavily dependent on Network Ad-
dress Translation (NAT) and sophisticated filtering. That complicates proto-
typing of new protocols in general.

• A vital requirement for entire proximity based offloading concept is support
for positioning in operator’s network. Appropriate standards are already being
developed by 3GPP.

Prototype implementation improved research vision on D2D communications under
certain assistance from infrastructure network. It confirmed that suggested architec-
ture significantly improves user connectivity and enables a variety of new services.
Building overlay network on top of physical links allowed for flexible traffic rerouting
in a way seamless to the end users. Once again, virtualization proved to be a very
useful tool in developing new architecture prototypes, allowing to deploy and ideas
and research scenarios in a quick and agile way.

Figure 3.4 presents a short video introducing the technology4 and available at
http://winter-group.net/video-lte-assisted-wifi-direct/.

4Demo at MWC: http://winter-group.net/mwc_2014_d2d_demo/
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Figure 3.4 D2D video presentation

Achieved results suggest that within next few years challenges outlined during pro-
totype implementation will be resolved and the first services offering these features
should appear on the market shortly after. Demands for higher capacity and new ser-
vices force network operators to seek new architectures and technologies, presented
technology prototype is an easy to implement solution and is a decisive step forward.
Also, with more D2D servers deployed additional ways of intelligent and centralized
management of D2D connections will arise. That would potentially bring further
improvement to capacity and efficiency. To prove feasibility of suggested technology,
a full-scale practical trial of network-assisted WiFi-Direct has been completed on a
live 3GPP LTE deployment in Brno, Czech Republic [31].
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4. SECURITY AND TRUST IN PROPOSED

ECOSYSTEM

To make the technologies described in previous chapters available for wider adop-
tion, additional efforts have to be made to ensure security and privacy for the
users. Chapter 3 introduced network-assisted D2D communication framework, a
wireless technology allowing cellular infrastructure to control direct connectivity
between proximate user devices. As this approach blends together centralized and
distributed network architectures, it requires new solutions to enable secure, private,
and trusted data exchange, even in cases when cellular control link is not available
at all times. Additionally, the Internet of Things (IoT) communication framework
aims to facilitate ecosystems of ubiquitous smart devices. Therefore, augmented
with heterogeneous connectivity it would enable new kinds of services for a wide
variety of domains like public transportation, education, health care, and public
safety. Within this new paradigm of ubiquitous connectivity, security related issues
become even more crucial.

4.1 Securing network-assisted D2D communications

The research covered in Chapter 3 outlined network-assisted WiFi-Direct D2D of-
floading technology, where unlicensed bands are used to relieve cellular network
congestion basing on the fact that multiple radio interfaces (e.g., 3GPP LTE and
WiFi) are available in today’s mobile devices. The prototype developed for this work
has been successfully integrated in live cellular core to demonstrate the feasibility
of a PoC implementation of such technology [32]. With the approach of employing
centralized LTE infrastructure to assist in formation of WFD D2D links, centralized
assistance (control) is imposed over otherwise distributed communicating proximate
pairs, thus combining centralized network architecture and distributed system ar-
chitecture that were previously independent.
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Figure 4.1 Connectivity example for security framework

"Light" device has a secure channel to central authority; "Dark" device has lost its con-
nectivity to central authority; "Blank" device had never connected to authority but wishes
to join the coalition.

Main target for research outlined in this section was to study the resulting hybrid
centralized-distributed architectures, illustrated in Figure 4.1, in terms of secure
data delivery for users already engaged in D2D communication, in conditions when
cellular connection may become temporarily unavailable due to a variety of different
factors, such as user mobility, obstacles, etc. [33]. When all peers are connected
to centralized infrastructure, imposing their own information security (IS) rules is
straightforward with conventional methods. However, in cases of intermittent LTE
connectivity, proposed solution delegates a certain number of user devices in this
group with ability to admit a new (previously unassociated) device, or to exclude
one of the existing members from the group.

Currently, this way of admission and exclusion of devices in/from the group can only
be managed by Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) deployed in the cellular network,
while proposed algorithm extends this functionality for the cases of intermittent cel-
lular connectivity e.g., in tunnels, airplanes, lifts, etc. After conducting a thorough
state-of-the-art overview of potential security, privacy, and trust solutions, suitable
for proximity-based communication, this research proposed novel information secu-
rity protocol for network-assisted D2D connectivity and demonstrated its practical
implementation. Figure 4.2 presents demonstration of the protocol operation. This
protocol is able to operate even when cellular network connection becomes tem-
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Figure 4.2 Demonstration of security framework application

Full video presenting the experiment is available at http://winter-group.net/d2d-security-
lte-advanced-network/

porarily unavailable [7].

To lay foundation for a prototype implementation, the author was tasked to elab-
orate a system demonstrating major benefits of this novel security framework, and
suggest example operations within it. The system was designed to include the fol-
lowing features:

1. The setup should define networks in such a way that user devices would be able
to interact via both trusted and untrusted channels, where trusted network is
the one with direct access to PKI authority.

2. Every UE must be uniquely addressable in a way that would allow other par-
ticipants to communicate with it directly, without utilizing any intermediate
device. It implies that data exchange should happen through direct connection
between devices without relaying via a common exchange server.

3. UEs should be able to form coalitions sharing communication setup parame-
ters. Such a coalition would define a logical group of securely-communicating
devices.

4. The system should provide UE with functions to selectively admit or exclude
users from the coalition. The decision should be made based on a consensus
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among predefined subset of devices.

5. All system functions should stay valid even when PKI authority network be-
comes unavailable. End to end communications should maintain same security
levels, as well as admission and exclusion of new devices should also comply
with security policies previously defined by authority.

To fulfill the requirement in Feature 1 network setup for the new prototype inherited
connectivity features from network-assisted D2D traffic offloading architecture de-
scribed in Chapter 3. Characteristic features of D2D prototype align well with the
suggested security framework. Requirement in Feature 2 was imposed to emphasize
applicability of suggested security solution to any data streams, and make it easily
portable to other existing communication protocols. Features 3, 4 and 5 are direct
application of the suggested security framework.

The resulting solution was an instant messenger application developed for Android
operating system. Abstracting from peer discovery functions, important features
of this type of applications are ability to directly send data to a known peer, and
to form groups with respective users. The users in the system were identified by
their IP addresses, and messaging functionality was implemented directly over TCP
sockets. This would allow to prove the concept generally for arbitrary TCP streams.

The work was taken forward by other research group members, to implement security
functions and lead to a full scale prototype1.

4.2 Characterization of cryptographic primitives in IoT

Many advanced cryptographic applications like identity-based encryption and pri-
vacy protection, rely on pairing-based schemes. The next step in research of secu-
rity in heterogeneous environments focused on assessing smart phones and modern
wearable devices like smart watches and embedded devices, and elaborating a com-
prehensive view on their viability to be used with state-of-the art cryptography
utilizing bilinear pairing for real-time communication. To provide a broader view,
results obtained for bilinear pairing algorithms were compared with performance
evaluation results for hash functions, block cipher and digital signatures. The goal

1http://winter-group.net/d2d-security-lte-advanced-network/
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of this research was to test if some devices are suited better for operations with cer-
tain cryptographic routines, and results show that wearable devices of today have
enough computation potential to efficiently operate with cryptographic primitives
in real time.

Highly heterogeneous ecosystems enabled by IoT interconnection framework com-
prise various communication modes like Human-to-Human (H2H), Human-to-Machine
(H2M), and Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications. Wearable technology, as
part of IoT, raises the scale of technology diversification to unprecedented size.
Within IoT vision, wearable devices are Internet connected “smart devices” built on
microchips (System on the Chip, SoC), equipped with multiple sensors and wireless
communications interfaces that operate in the immediate vicinity of their user [34].
These devices collect data for the user, track activities and improve user experience
across different application domains.

Research on the wearable devices market performed by telecommunication industry
leaders, such as Juniper [35] and Cisco [1], predict that global retail revenue from
smart wearable devices will tend to reach $53.2 billion by 2019, compared to the $4.5
billion at the end of 2015. Smart watches and smart glasses are envisioned to be the
dominant part of the wearables market over the following five years. Today, there
are also many social and legal challenges to be solved for wearables, as it always
happens with new and highly innovative digital technologies. Without the ability
to run strong security frameworks on the devices, attacks and misuse of wearables
might invalidate any of the expected benefits.

Therefore, a lot of research and engineering efforts are devoted to the topic of security
features in the IoT era of ubiquitous wearable devices. To protect data transmitted
over the network, wearable devices can use public key cryptography tools, like dig-
ital signature schemes providing user authentication and keys to encrypt the data.
Main challenge for IS specialists is to design digital signature schemes that would
comprise three features (i) security, (ii) computational efficiency, and (iii) small com-
munication overheads. Mathematical formulations, such as the discrete logarithm
problem, the RSA problem, or integer factorization [36], form the basis for stan-
dard operations in conventional digital signature schemes, thus providing standard
security properties, including authenticity, integrity, and non-repudiation.

The research conducted at TUT addressed not only classical cryptography but also
pairing-based algorithms, as well as evaluated their efficiency for wearables and other
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constrained IoT and user equipment like smart watches, smart phones, and embed-
ded devices. Pairing-based cryptography is used to implement privacy-enhancing
features that otherwise would be difficult to implement using conventional asym-
metric cryptography in modern solutions. Bilinear pairing operations enable de-
sign schemes like group signatures [37, 38], anonymous attribute-based credentials
[39, 40], or identity-based encryption [41]. Mechanisms of efficient revocation of
invalid devices based on dynamic accumulators [42] and identification of attackers
are particularly important for the IoT system operation, and would be difficult to
construct without pairing-based cryptography. With this in mind, this research ad-
dressed and evaluated some of the common personal and wearable devices starting
from the conventional smartphones (Samsung Galaxy S4, Apple iPhone 6, etc.) to
the embedded devices (Intel Edison, Raspberry Pi 1 Model B, Raspberry Pi 2 Model
B) to smart watches (Sony Smart Watch 3, Apple Watch), see Figure 4.3 for the
summary of selected devices, in their ability to perform both standard and advanced
cryptographic operations, as well as their efficiency with pairing-based cryptography
primitives functionality. The author of this thesis was responsible for porting the
test-suite to be run on embedded devices like Intel Edison.

Results of the tests demonstrated that operations of pairing-based cryptography can
take from several hundreds of milliseconds to few seconds on current small-scale de-
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Figure 4.4 Performance comparison for classic cryptographic primitives

vices, with bilinear pairing operation being the most resource-consuming one. Other
operations on the elliptic curves perform several orders of magnitude faster, and
therefore a constrained device should execute only basic operations, while offloading
pairing operations to a trusted device with more computation power [43, 44]. Also,
applications that deal with real-time data transmissions should use classic crypto-
graphic primitives (SHA2, AES, RSA) to enforce security, authenticity, and data
integrity. Figure 4.4 presents assessment results obtained for classic cryptographic
primitives.

The assessment demonstrated that computation power in modern wearable elec-
tronics has reached the level matching that of a two-year-old smartphone. Also a
general purpose device like the Raspberry Pi showed lower performance compared
to specialized IoT device like Intel Edison, even though the latter is rather designed
for minimal energy consumption.

4.3 Applications of secure and trusted D2D connectivity

One of the most promising classes of network-assisted D2D applications is based on
the situations, where a large number of people are brought together casually and
may benefit from their proximity for business or pleasure, but at the same time
require certain levels of security, privacy, and trust for their communication.

An example of such a scenario may involve a person (group of people) commuting
on a public/intercity transport line and willing to interact with other passengers
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by sharing some content, playing games, or getting involved into any other social
activities, such as chat. A user may thus sign-in for its customizable commuter
entertainment services well in advance and has a choice to also subscribe to a group
package with friends and/or family members.

At a later time, whenever the client is in geographical proximity to the carrier,
the system activates automatically to offer a personalized selection of user services
throughout the journey. Importantly, together with securing the desired multimedia
content, the mechanisms described in this work offer rich opportunities to facilitate
proximal applications with other commuters, which may involve private and trusted
unfamiliar connectivity. However, the unreliable connectivity situations may appear
frequently during the trip, but the proposed solution is robust to sudden connectivity
disruptions.

Solutions proposed in this chapter are meant to enable secure D2D communication
in conditions of unfamiliar connectivity, limited access to the centralized authority,
as well as can provide an entire palette of proximity-based policies on top of the
sharing of data. For instance, on contemporary long-distance buses and planes,
it has already become commodity to see small personal screens with a selection of
videos, music, multiplayer games, news, and other contextual information. However,
deployment of such systems incurs high market entry barriers, adds significant oper-
ational expenses, and is strongly tied to a centralized authority dispatching content
and enforcing policies. Our solution allows people to use their own familiar handheld
devices, whereas guaranteeing the desired levels of communication security.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter concludes the thesis with a review of presented networking solutions
for integrated heterogeneous wireless ecosystem. Wireless networks are constantly
evolving in offered connectivity levels, thus strongly consolidating in our lives as
a necessity. More and more devices are joining the network requesting continu-
ous high quality service, which brings unprecedented challenges to network design
in upcoming 5G era. Transformation of mobile user experience requires complex
changes in both network infrastructure and device operation, where user experience
is optimized taking into account surrounding network context. Primary focus of
this work was to support current research on novel integrated multi-radio network
architectures, by elaborating a set of prototypes and testbeds.

Solutions in Chapter 2 support research done on optimization problems in cooper-
ative radio resource management in H-CRAN.

• Implementation is using COTS equipment making said resource management
available already today, and demonstrating that no hardware changes are re-
quired.

• Prototype allows user device to be connected to both LTE and WiFi at the
same time. Setting battery life issues aside, this feature significantly extends
user connectivity.

• Resource allocation is controlled using multidimensional view on the network,
employing non conventional parameters like cross RAT loading.

• System efficiently utilizes available radio connections by properly assigning
traffic flows, e.g., streaming high resolution video over WiFi while downloading
important software update over LTE.

• Deployment is flexible and loosely coupled to enable portability, automation
and scalability of the solution.
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Solution in Chapter 3 enables direct communication between proximate users to
offload traffic from network infrastructure, and create new proximate services.

• Implemented using COTS equipment making the solution available without
additional modifications to hardware.

• Allows to leverage peer proximity to offer richer set of user applications and
services.

• Increases user awareness about proximate peers, services, and content. With
this feature the user is not limited to only consume those services offered by
the network provider.

• Network assistance ensures efficient use of short range radio interfaces by fa-
cilitating discovery and authentication functions. This significantly relaxes
energy constraints currently seen in technologies like WiFi Direct.

• Deployment using conventional Web mechanisms enables prompt integration
of new entities and connectivity solutions.

Applications in Chapter 4 support adoption of the above solutions by integrating a
novel security framework, and assessing device readiness for efficient secure opera-
tions.

• Resulting security solution improves network assisted device-to-device com-
munications and enables new type of secure proximity-based services and ap-
plications.

• Assessment of the common personal, wearable, and embedded devices provides
insight into their readiness for secure operation in highly heterogenous wireless
networks.

This thesis demonstrated application of novel and traditional networking concepts in
implementing prototypes and demonstrators for emerging wireless network architec-
tures and ecosystems. Resulted implementations supported research in centralized
radio resource management, network assisted traffic offloading, and novel network
security frameworks. Proposed approach demonstrated efficient prototyping for re-
search scenarios using automation and abstraction concepts, decoupling network
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functions from hardware, and modifying open source components. Use of mod-
ern software packaging and delivery techniques, like hardware level virtualization,
OS kernel level virtualization, and automated configuration, significantly acceler-
ated implementation process, and made resulting architecture components highly
reusable for future projects.

Implemented prototypes and testbeds supported the corresponding research and
resulted in several journal and conference publications, a book chapter and an in-
dustrial patent. Feasibility of implemented network assisted offloading architecture
for device-to-device traffic was later validated during full-scale practical trial on a
live network deployment.
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APPENDIX A. CODE LISTINGS
port 1194

2 dev tun

4 #loca l 130.230.141.218

6 t l s −s e r v e r
ca / etc /openvpn/keys /ca . c r t

8 c e r t / e tc /openvpn/keys / w i f i−vpn . c r t
key / etc /openvpn/keys / w i f i−vpn . key

10 dh / etc /openvpn/keys /dh1024 . pem

12 mode s e rv e r
topology subnet

14
route−gateway 10 . 2 1 9 . 0 . 1

16 i f c o n f i g 1 0 . 2 1 9 . 0 . 1 255 . 255 . 255 . 0

18 i f c o n f i g −pool 1 0 . 2 1 9 . 0 . 4 10 . 2 19 . 0 . 2 54 255 . 255 . 255 . 0

20 route 1 0 . 2 1 9 . 0 . 0 255 . 255 . 255 . 0
#push "route 10.219.0.0 255.255.255.0"

22 #push "route 10.0.0.220 255.255.255.255"
#push "redirect−gateway"

24
keepa l i v e 10 60

26 i n a c t i v e 1000

28 # The server doesn ’ t need pr i v i l e g e s
user openvpn

30 group openvpn

32 # Keep TUN devices and keys open across res tar t s .
pe r s i s t −tun

34 p e r s i s t −key

36 verb 4

38 route 1 7 2 . 1 6 . 1 . 0 255 . 255 . 255 . 0
#route 10.219.42.0 255.255.255.0

40 c l i e n t −to−c l i e n t

42 c l i e n t −con f ig−d i r / e tc /openvpn/3gpp−c l i e n t s

44 up add_pbr . sh

46
c l i e n t −connect / e tc /openvpn/ c l i ent_connect . sh

48 s c r i p t−s e c u r i t y 4

Program 1 Open VPN configuration for LTE anchor

#!/ bin/env bash
2 sys temct l stop wpa_supplicant . s e r v i c e

4 / usr / l i b /connman/ test / test−connman connect cel lular_xxxxxxx_context1 #Sonera Roman

6 / usr / sb in /wpa_supplicant_p2p −B −Dnl80211 −f / var / log /wpa_supplicant_wfd . l og − i wlan0 −c / e tc
/wpa_supplicant/wpa_supplicant . conf −O /var/run/wpa_supplicant −P /var /run/
wpa_supplicant . pid &

8 echo "Waiting f o r wpa_supplicant . . . "
s l e ep 7

10
ip addr add 10 . 0 . 88 . 123/24 dev wlan0

12 ip l i n k set up dev wlan0
ip route add 130 .230 .141 .218/32 v ia 1 0 . 0 . 8 8 . 1 dev wlan0

14 ip route add 130 .230 .141 .219/32 dev rmnet0

16 i f ! lsmod | grep −q gre ; then
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insmod /home/nemo/modules_3 . 4 . 9 1 / gre . ko
18 insmod /home/nemo/modules_3 . 4 . 9 1 / ip_gre . ko

insmod /home/nemo/modules_3 . 4 . 9 1 / veth . ko
20 insmod /home/nemo/modules_3 . 4 . 9 1 / openvswitch . ko

f i
22

openvpn −−remote 130 .230 . 141 . 218 −−ca / etc /openvpn/keys /ca . c r t −−c e r t / e tc /openvpn/keys /
j o l l a 2 . c r t \

24 −−key / etc /openvpn/keys / j o l l a 2 . key −−ns−cert−type s e r v e r −−nobind −−pe r s i s t −key −−c l i e n t −−
s c r i p t−s e c u r i t y 2\

−−up / usr / l i b /connman/ s c r i p t s /openvpn−s c r i p t −−up−r e s t a r t −−setenv CONNMAN_BUSNAME : 1 . 7 1 −−
setenv CONNMAN_INTERFACE net . connman . Task\

26 −−setenv CONNMAN_PATH / task /1 −−dev wi f i−vpn −−dev−type tun −−pe r s i s t −tun −−route−noexec −−
ping−r e s t a r t 0 −−daemon

28 openvpn −−remote 130 .230 . 141 . 219 −−ca / etc /openvpn/keys /ca . c r t −−c e r t / e tc /openvpn/keys /
j o l l a 2 . c r t \

−−key / etc /openvpn/keys / j o l l a 2 . key −−ns−cert−type s e r v e r −−nobind −−pe r s i s t −key −−c l i e n t −−
s c r i p t−s e c u r i t y 2\

30 −−up / usr / l i b /connman/ s c r i p t s /openvpn−s c r i p t −−up−r e s t a r t −−setenv CONNMAN_BUSNAME : 1 . 7 1 −−
setenv CONNMAN_INTERFACE net . connman . Task\

−−setenv CONNMAN_PATH / task /0 −−dev l t e−vpn −−dev−type tun −−pe r s i s t −tun −−route−noexec −−
ping−r e s t a r t 0 −−daemon

32
echo "Waiting f o r openvpn . . . "

34 s l e ep 10
ip route add 10 . 119 . 0 . 0/30 dev l t e−vpn

36 ip route add 10 . 118 . 0 . 0/30 dev wi f i−vpn
echo 0 > /proc / sys /net / ipv4 / conf / w i f i−vpn/ r p_ f i l t e r

38 echo 0 > /proc / sys /net / ipv4 / conf / l t e−vpn/ r p_ f i l t e r

40 ip l i n k add wi f i−f low address 0 2 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 8 type gretap local 10 . 2 1 8 . 0 . 4 remote
1 0 . 1 1 8 . 0 . 2 dev wi f i−vpn

ip l i n k add l t e−f low address 0 2 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 9 type gretap local 10 . 2 1 9 . 0 . 4 remote 1 0 . 1 1 9 . 0 . 2
dev l t e−vpn

42 ip l i n k set up wi f i−f low
ip l i n k set up l t e−f low

44
ip l i n k add veth0 type veth peer name veth1

46 ip l i n k set address 0 2 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 1 dev veth1
ip l i n k set address 0 2 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 dev veth0

48
ip l i n k set mtu 1462 dev veth1

50 ip l i n k set mtu 1462 dev veth0

52 ip l i n k set up veth1
ip l i n k set up veth0

54 ip addr add 192 .168 .219 .2/30 dev veth0

56 ovsdb−s e r v e r −−remote=punix : / usr / local /var /run/ openvswitch /db . sock \
−−remote=db : Open_vSwitch , Open_vSwitch , manager_options \

58 −−pr ivate−key=db : Open_vSwitch , SSL , private_key \
−−c e r t i f i c a t e=db : Open_vSwitch , SSL , c e r t i f i c a t e \

60 −−bootstrap−ca−c e r t=db : Open_vSwitch , SSL , ca_cert \
−−p i d f i l e −−detach

62
ovs−vswitchd −−p i d f i l e −−detach

64
ovs−v s c t l del−port hetnet0 w i f i−f low

66 ovs−v s c t l del−port hetnet0 l t e−f low
ovs−v s c t l del−port hetnet0 veth1

68
ovs−v s c t l add−port hetnet0 w i f i−f low −− set I n t e r f a c e w i f i−f low ofport_request=8

70 ovs−v s c t l add−port hetnet0 l t e−f low −− set I n t e r f a c e l t e−f low ofport_request=9
ovs−v s c t l add−port hetnet0 veth1 −− set I n t e r f a c e veth1 ofport_request=1

72
echo "Done . "

Program 2 Setup of Virtual Forwarding Layer with Open vSwitch

1 #!/ usr/bin/env bash

3 s e r v i c e openvswitch s t a r t
echo " Clear ing con ta in e r s . . . "
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5 docker rm ‘ docker ps −a −q ‘

7 echo " Sta r t i ng VPN conta in e r s . . . "
docker run −−net=none −P −−p r i v i l e g e d=true −−name w i f i −d \

9 −v /opt/ i n t e l −het−net−d2d−demo/ s c r i p t s / w i f i−agent : / e tc /openvpn openvpn /bin /sh −c "
openvpn −−c on f i g / e tc /openvpn/ de f au l t . conf "

11 docker run −−net=none −P −−p r i v i l e g e d=true −−name l t e −d \
−v /opt/ i n t e l −het−net−d2d−demo/ s c r i p t s /3gpp−agent : / e tc /openvpn openvpn /bin /sh −c "

openvpn −−c on f i g / e tc /openvpn/ de f au l t . conf "
13

WIFI=‘docker i n spe c t −f ’ { { . State . Pid }} ’ w i f i ‘
15 i f [ −z $WIFI ]

then
17 echo "ERROR: No WIFI conta ine r "

exit 2
19 f i

21
LTE=‘docker i n spe c t −f ’ { { . State . Pid }} ’ l t e ‘

23 i f [ −z $LTE ]
then

25 echo "ERROR: No LTE conta ine r "
exit 2

27 f i

29
echo "Creat ing namespaces . . . "

31 mkdir −p /var /run/netns /
ln −s / proc /$WIFI/ns/net /var /run/netns / w i f i n s

33 ln −s / proc /$LTE/ns/net /var /run/netns / l t e n s

35
echo "Preparing i n t e r f a c e s . . . "

37 ip l i n k set w i f i netns w i f i n s
ip netns exec wi f i n s i f up w i f i

39 #ip netns exec wif ins ip route show
#ip netns exec wif ins ip route add de fau l t via 130.230.141.212

41
ip l i n k set l t e netns l t e n s

43 ip netns exec l t e n s i f up l t e
#ip netns exec l t ens ip route show

45 #ip netns exec l t ens ip route add de fau l t via 130.230.141.212

47
ip l i n k add host−w i f i type veth peer name wi f i−host

49 ip l i n k add host−l t e type veth peer name l t e−host

51 ip l i n k set wi f i−host netns w i f i n s
ip l i n k set l t e−host netns l t e n s

53
ip addr add 10 . 118 . 0 . 2/30 dev host−w i f i

55 ip netns exec wi f i n s ip addr add 10 . 118 . 0 . 1/30 dev wi f i−host
ip addr add 10 . 119 . 0 . 2/30 dev host−l t e

57 ip netns exec l t e n s ip addr add 10 . 119 . 0 . 1/30 dev l t e−host

59 ip l i n k set up host−w i f i
ip netns exec wi f i n s ip l i n k set up wi f i−host

61 ip l i n k set up host−l t e
ip netns exec l t e n s ip l i n k set up l t e−host

63
ip route add 10 . 218 . 0 . 0/24 v ia 1 0 . 1 1 8 . 0 . 1 dev host−w i f i

65 ip route add 10 . 219 . 0 . 0/24 v ia 1 0 . 1 1 9 . 0 . 1 dev host−l t e

67

69 echo "Creat ing GRE tunne l s . . . "
ip l i n k add wi f i−f low address 0 2 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 1 : 0 8 type gretap local 10 . 1 1 8 . 0 . 2 remote

1 0 . 2 1 8 . 0 . 4 dev host−w i f i
71 ip l i n k add l t e−f low address 0 2 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 1 : 0 9 type gretap local 10 . 1 1 9 . 0 . 2 remote 1 0 . 2 1 9 . 0 . 4

dev host−l t e

73 ip l i n k set up wi f i−f low
ip l i n k set up l t e−f low

75
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ip l i n k add hetnet type veth peer name host−f low
77 ip l i n k set address 0 2 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 1 : 0 1 dev hetnet

ip l i n k set address 0 2 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 1 : 0 0 dev host−f low
79

ip l i n k set up hetnet
81 ip l i n k set up host−f low

83 ip addr add 192 .168 .219 .1/30 dev hetnet

85 ovs−v s c t l del−port vswitch0 wi f i−f low
ovs−v s c t l del−port vswitch0 l t e−f low

87 ovs−v s c t l del−port vswitch0 host−f low

89 ovs−v s c t l add−port vswitch0 wi f i−f low −− set I n t e r f a c e w i f i−f low ofport_request=8
ovs−v s c t l add−port vswitch0 l t e−f low −− set I n t e r f a c e l t e−f low ofport_request=9

91 ovs−v s c t l add−port vswitch0 host−f low −− set I n t e r f a c e host−f low ofport_request=1

93 echo "Done . "

Program 3 Setup of VPN processes as containers

1 #!/ system/xbin/env bash

3
# Script b locks waiting for s igna l

5 # that tun0 interace i s ready
trap s i g u s r 1 SIGUSR1

7
#Cleanup procedure makes sure stuck s leep gets k i l l e d correc t ly

9 s leep_pid=
trap cleanup EXIT

11
cleanup ( )

13 {
[ [ $pid ] ] && k i l l $sleep_pid

15 echo "Cleanup done"
}

17
s i gu s r 1 ( )

19 {
echo −e "Waking up . . . "

21 ip addr sh dev tun0
echo 1 > /tmp/d2d_init_done

23 exit
}

25

27 i f [ −e /tmp/d2d_init_done ]
then

29 echo " I n i t a l ready done"
exit 0

31 f i
svc w i f i d i s ab l e

33 i f [ $? −ne 0 ] ; then
echo " w i f i s e r v i c e d i s ab l e f a i l "

35 exit 1
f i

37 s l e ep 1

39 modprobe wlan
i f [ $? −ne 0 ] ; then

41 echo "module i n s e r t f a i l "
exit 1

43 f i

45 modprobe ip_gre

47 s y s c t l −w net . ipv4 . conf . a l l . forwarding=1

49 cd /data/misc/ w i f i

51 / system/bin /wpa_supplicant −iwlan0 −Dnl80211\
−c/data/misc/ w i f i / d2d_supplicant . conf −N −ip2p0 −Dnl80211\

53 −c/data/misc/ w i f i / p2p_supplicant . conf −puse_p2p_group_interface=1 &
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55 i f [ $? −ne 0 ] ; then
echo "wpa_supplicant s t a r t f a i l "

57 exit 1
f i

59
openvpn −−daemon −−c on f i g / e tc /openvpn/3gpp . ovpn

61 echo −e "Waiting f o r tunnel i n t e r f a c e "
s l e ep 10000 &

63 sleep_pid="$ ! "
wait

Program 4 Initialization script on UE

1 #!/ system/xbin/env bash

3 ARGS=1

5 i f [ "x$#" != "x$ARGS" ] ; then
echo "Usage : $0 remote 3gpp ip "

7 exit 3
f i

9

11 remote_subnet =10.108.42
gre_subnet =172.16.42

13
remote_host=‘echo $1 | cut −d ’ . ’ −f4 ‘

15 loopback_remote=$remote_subnet . $remote_host
gre_remote=$gre_subnet . $remote_host

17
ip route add $loopback_remote /32 v ia $1 metr ic 20

19
loopback_loca l=‘ ip −f i n e t −o addr show d2d0 scope g l oba l | t r "/" " " | cut −d" " −f7 ‘

21 loca l_host=‘echo $loopback_local | cut −d ’ . ’ −f4 ‘
gre_host=$gre_subnet . $ loca l_host

23
ip tunnel add gre1 mode gre remote $loopback_remote local $loopback_local t t l 250

25 ip l i n k set mtu 1476 dev gre1
ip l i n k set up dev gre1

27 ip addr add $gre_host /24 dev gre1

Program 5 Starting overay tunnels
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